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pages than homepage in WordPress? I am creating a WordPress website and I have created a default Wordpress theme for it. I
also have created a custom theme for specific blog post or pages. I need to restrict the access to other pages than the homepage
in WordPress. I need to block the access of unregistered visitors to any other page except the home page. I tried to follow the

instructions from the below blog posts. Blocking access to some pages in WordPress Restricting access to pages except for one
in WordPress What I have tried is following: Added the lines of code from the blog posts above in functions.php file of the
main theme. and also added the lines of code for the page which I want to restrict the access in the functions.php file of the
custom theme (the one which I have applied for the specific page). I have also disabled caching for home page in my wp-
config.php file. I expect the visitors should not be able to access any other pages than the home page. A: you can find the

following code at the end of file page.php if( ( is_home() || is_front_page() ) &&!is_paged() ) { /* loading specific template file
in the archive. */ if( is_post_type_archive() ) load_template( apply_filters( 'template_include', 'front-tpl-post-archive.php' ) ); }
modify this code to make the other pages doesn't included in homepage if( ( is_home() || is_front_page() ) &&!is_paged() ) { /*

loading specific template file
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